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A beautiful tribute to a lovely woman and a catalyst for wish and conversation. “This is quite a
book! In a few measure each of us either is definitely or will be on this final journey soon. It is a
book we can both experience “almost” together. My mother can still read. What a beautiful
honoring of a Christian mom who has fallen victim to Alzheimer's Disease! But also for some
cause she seems to get some good of what Irene has to say, and is certainly drawn into the pages
of “Twilight Meditations.” On the page where in fact the author answers the question “What do
you look forward to doing in Heaven?” with “I would like to ride horses.” Mom responds, “Well We
certainly wouldn’t want to ride horses.” Seeing that I go through the tale of an amazing female
and her enduring reference to God when confronted with this terrible disease, it takes me on a
journey of love and the challenge of letting go while hanging in. It offers me perspective as I
care for my mother. So a lot of what the writer says encourages me out of the depression that
descends when we have a particularly bad time. And its lovely artwork, photos and wisdom
certainly are a welcome respite in days that cry out for a reminder that “God by no means
forgets. Irene’s gorgeous quotes can be a steadfast anchor to end up being visited and revisited
in the midst of our grief..This book is beautifully illustrated with her son's photographs and
artwork by the talented Irene. Through this publication, I'm reassured that whenever we lose the
opportunity to speak, God still speaks to us. Whenever we lose our memory of relationships, God
continues to be in relationship around. Even through Irene's inability to communicate her
thoughts through discussion, she remembers verses which have sustained her throughout her
existence. Her faith is indeed deeply rooted that whenever she's lost storage of the rest, her joy
and faith in god, the father shines through.I highly recommend this publication to whoever has
aging parents, family, or friends and is coping with Alzheimers or dementia. Despite the fact that
we may be suffering with what they are losing or have lost, they could still have pleasure,
thoughts, and remembrances they cannot express. Beautiful book expected to become more
about her. her pleasure and faith in god, the father shines through I've frequently wondered, if
our orderly thoughts and our cognitve functions are taken away, will we still communicate with
God? After that it either did not trim completely around the can or more frequently simply kept
popping away the can. In fact, she reads every freeway and road sign we move, but doesn’t
usually understand the content. It opened the first can beautifully. His accounts of her
articulated prayers because they decline, her capability to sing when speech is not any longer
easy and his very delicate jotting down of her estimates about her Lord and Savior, Jesus, get
this to a book that every caregiver or relative will glean spiritual insights into the way the Lord
provides promised to never leave or forsake us.Some that especially touched me personally
were:"Time marches on - but not without God""I'm thankful for the recollections He has let me
keep""This is just a phase in God's working"And probably the most wonderful feeling to be used
of god, the father amid dementia. And for those whom Alzheimer’s is merely the leadoff on a
nightly news tale, this personal portrait of a lifestyle leading up to and experiencing the
illnesses is normally both inspiring and educational.."I would like to be in His program while I'm
here.” (p.Two of my favorite rates are “Whatever I might think that, it Heaven will always be much
better than I believe.Psalm 71:9 "Do not cast me personally off in enough time of later years;
Jeff also added feedback about how exactly his mother’s disease progressed, adding useful
insight to the quotations. Unfortunately, Mrs. In reading it, looking at the artwork and savoring
the photos, you obtain another look into a gifted artist and storyteller and the amazing woman,
Irene Bjorck, who is his mother.If you pick up the reserve quickly and scan through it, you could
be inclined to skip the preface, introduction, maybe even the yearly section intros and
concentrate on Irene’s wonderful quotations and art… Don’t! An intensive reading of this short



reserve is invaluable to this is and reason for Irene’s life. Recommend! This is a story of hope for
those who are grieving loved ones afflicted with Alzheimer’s. It is a story of a female who for
some of her life has stood firm on the rock of salvation and whose words show us she is still
held by the hand of God. And yet, it is more than that."How I very long to sit and sing with her in
heaven proclaiming praise with outdated hymns like "When We all Get to Heaven' and "In the
Garden"This book will encourage and uplift you mainly because you face the "Journey" with
your patient or cherished one. I never knew that would end up being what the end of my entire
life would involve: such direct service. 20) and “Someday, we will all end up being together, and
that'll be the best summary.” –August 28, 2016 (p. 118).”I think the book is a gift to any and all.
Will not meet advertised performance. Having worked with various forms of dementia (including
Alzheimer's) as a nurse, We am so appreciative of this son's loving observances of the hideous
disease. Many thanks Jeff Bjorck for this loving tribute to an amazing woman. Not worthy of the
money allocated to it and the promoted quality is just not there. Lots of pictures with wording.
The reserve is beautiful and incredibly meaningful. I take deep comfort in that. So sorry, this is a
review for another item. Beautiful book though Comforting Touching reflections of the Lord in
her existence. Great illustrations and photos.. Keeping her center in the Throne Space with GOD,
Irene Bjorck not merely gives us a windows through which to peer in to the progression of her
dis-ease, but she continually judges us to become listed on her in becoming grateful for even
the tiniest of blessings the LORD places along our way day by day whenever we least anticipate
it. Bjorck passed away a few months after the publication was published, but what a lovely
tribute to her spirit and faith it is! When we got house I purchased a Kindle copy to read
immediately.... ever so lovingly and gently.” So said my mom who is in the late, however, not
final, stages of dementia upon first reading “Twilight Meditations,” by Irene Bjorck and Jeff
Bjorck. Irene is merely the right companion on the way! Helpful Given as a gift to a grieving
friend, a sweet & gentle person. She enjoys it; talked about that it has helped bring back a
number of pleasant memories. Good Read .. Yes she nudges . Highly Recommend! Good Read .
Gentle loving journey Today Walter III showed us a duplicate of this delightful life story of his
mother conceived and collected by his brother Jeff.. That is a story of a woman who has known
both joy and pain but still loves God. Great Read This is so touching, I loved reading it. I’ve dealt
with several like sufferers and it can be very trying. Sounds like God is certainly continuing to
bless her and in turn blessing you all also. From MainlyPiano "Twilight Meditations" is subtitled
“One Woman’s Thoughts of God mainly because Alzheimer’s Advancements” and is a collection
of quotations from Irene L. The book begins with a 13-page biography which includes
reproductions of several of Irene’s paintings, prints, and photos of dolls that she made along
with photos of her existence. Bjorck that her son, Jeff, collected on the four-calendar year period
before she was no more able to communicate obviously or cohesively. The primary part of the
publication is his mom’s rates about God that Jeff collected from 2012 to early 2016, illustrated
along with his own character photography along with more types of Irene’s artwork. forsake me
not when my strength is spent" A book of joy amid pain I have enjoyed hearing Jeff Bjorck’s
music for several years, so I thought his (and his mother’s) “Twilight Meditations: One Girl’s
Thoughts of God as Alzheimer’s Improvements” might be an excellent addition to my library. I’ve
known Jeff Bjorck for many years as a pianist/composer as well as a professor at Fuller
Theological Seminary, and he provides often said in the last several years that his mom stayed
the happiest person he understood. I kept that believed with me as I browse the pages of this
wonderful book. This book is a assortment of his mom’s terms Jeff has written down over the
past several years. Because of all the beautiful artwork that illustrates the noiseless meditations,



we have also purchased the "hard" copy, which will arrive next week.
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